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Project Management Day at the end of 2018

We say in Spain that never is late to report good news. In this case this article covers important news from the last quarter of the year 2018. One more year, organized by CESINE and M2, at the end of the last year 2018 took place in Madrid the PROJECT DAY 2018, dedicated to Project Management. On this occasion it was a Special Edition to celebrate the 20th anniversary of that event. From here we congratulate to the organization of the event and those who made possible its continuity in all these years.
AEDIP became involved in the broadcast of the day, in addition to the participation of several representatives of the Association. During the opening session, spoke Javier García-Monsalve, one of the former Presidents of AEDIP, making a brief historical summary since the origin of AEDIP till our days and the evolution of Project Management in Spain during this time. The speakers that participated, among others, were Aurelio Fernández (ALMAR Consulting), which exposed the changes produced in the PM market during the past 20 years, and Elena Holgado (TYPSA), who spoke about the flexibility in the PM services. Finally, Juan Luis Soucheiron (ACTIO), acted as moderator of the second session.

We congratulate ALMAR Consulting as the award received as a company in the sector of the WP consulting. We look forward to seeing us in the next edition.

**PMI Madrid Chapter will hold its Annual Meeting and Elections on March 20th 2019**

PMI Madrid Chapter will celebrate its BOD elections on next March 20th, 2019. In this case PMI Madrid Chapter professionals will meet to celebrate their annual Assembly to report the year results to their members. In addition, they will hold BOD elections where new professionals will fill the roles of:

- 2nd Vice-President
- Treasurer
- Secretary
- 3 Officers

The PMI Madrid Chapter that grows every year significantly, not only in terms of members, but added value to them will renew its BOD vacant roles on March 20th, 2019. We encourage from here to all the members of PMI Madrid Chapter to emit their vote.

**TODAY is a good day and tomorrow will be better!**
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